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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are interested in the existence of solutions of boundary 
value problems (BVPs) on infinite intervals. We consider for n > 2, the 
nth-order BVP 
Yen) = f(% Y) (1.1) 
Y”‘(“i) = yir , r = 0; 1 ,...) h(i) - 1, i = l,..., k, 
h(1) + .** + h(k) = n - 2. 
(1.2) 
(In case n = 2, conditions (1.2) may be regarded as nonexistent.) 
We assume the hypotheses that solutions of initial value problems (IVPs) 
are unique and extend to (-CO, +a), that solutions of n-point BVPs are 
unique, and that there exist two solutions N(X), ,6(x) E C”(R) of (1.1) and (1.2) 
satisfying certain algebraic inequalities. We shall establish by means of 
Theorems 2.5-2.7 that there exists a solution y(x) on (- to, + m) of the BVP 
(1.1) and (1.2) also satisfyingy(x,,) = yO , where x,, f xt , i = I,..., k, where 
y,, is a constant satisfying certain inequalities. We also show in Theorem 2.8 
that, if n > 2, the condition y(x,,) = y,, of the previous theorems may be 
replaced by the condition ytAti)) (.vi) = y, where i is one of the integers l,..., k 
with the constant y satisfying given inequalities. 
2. EXISTENCE THEOREMS ON INFINITE INTERVALS 
We need the following result for the proofs of the theorems in this paper 
and hence we state it as a lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let Jd > 0, [u, b] C R and y(x) E @[a, b] be an arbitrary 
fmction with the property that / y(x)/ < N and / J@)(X)/ < M on [a, b]. Thez 
there exists a constant K > 0 depending on M and the intemzl [a, b] such that 
1 y(‘r)(x)I < K on [a, b], fo’or 1 < r < n - 1. 
Proof (This may be proved by modifying the proof of KolmogorofYs 
theorem [5] for functions defined on (-CO, -1 M) or, as we do here, by 
repeated use of the mean value theorem.) Choose a set of 2%-l fixed numbers 
xlj , where a < xrj < JC~,~+~) < b forj = i,..., 2”-r - 1. Applying the mean 
value theorem for the function y(x) on each of the intervals [xl1 , xl& 
f sra ) x,J, etc., we obtain a set of points xaj, with the property 
y’(xaj) = Yh.21) - 3!(%(,~-1,) 
%,aj - %b-1) 
> 
where ~~,(~~-r) < xgj < xl,aj for j = l,... , 2+a. Then / y’(xai)l .< 2M/nz, 
where 
Again, applying the mean value theorem to y’(x) on each of the intervals 
[x21 F x&J, [x2s, x2& etc., we obtain a set of points x3$ with the property 
yII(x3i) = Y’(%d - Y’hkw1)) 
~k?~ - 2% k&l) ’ 
where xa,(ai-r) < xaj < xz,aj for j = l,..., 2”~~. Consequently, 1 g?“(~~~)j < 
4-M/& for j = l,..., 2’n--3. Continuing this process, we arrive at a point 
~Gzl E (a, b) having the property 
1 y(~-lyxJ < 2n-W/m’~-1. 
Since y(n-l’(x) = ~(+l)(x,J + lz,Lly(n)(s) ds, we will have 
where 
Similarly, using 
Ml = 2”-1M/~n”-1 + (b - a)&? 
we obtain 
y’“-“‘(x) = yw) (“%-1.1) + jTZ_, 1 Y’n-l’(s) & 
n l 
where 
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Continuing this process, we see that we can arrive at a constant K depending 
on n/r, m, a, and 6 only, such that j y@)(x)[ < K on [a, b] for Y = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let nf > 0, [a, 61 c R and {y,(x)}~=~ be a sequence of 
functions in cya, b] such that 1 y,(x)1 < M and / y:“‘(x)l < M for all j. 
Then there exists a subsequence (yj&x)}zzl such that {y$&(x)}~~l converges 
zcniformly on [a, b] for each Y, 1 < Y < n - 1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Consider the BVP (1.1) and (1.2), where n > 2 and f is 
continuous on R x R, with the following hypotheses: 
(A,,) Solutions of the IVPs are unique and extend to (-CO, + CO). 
(B,) Solutions of n-point BVPs are unique, that is, if yl(x) and ye(x) are 
so&ions of (1.1) withy,(xJ = y2(xj),j = l,..., n whme x1 < x2 < e.0 < x, , 
then y-Jx> = yB(x) on [x1 , x,]. 
Assume there exist solutions a(x), p(x) E C”(- co, + 00) of (1.1) and (1.2) 
satisfy&g 
! 
(--l)“, x < “1 
Sgn(ol(x) - p(x)) = (-l)n+s(j), xj < x < xj+1 , j = l,..., K - 1 
+1, xk < x. 
(2-l) 
with s(j) = X(1) + me* + X(j),j = l,..., k. (In the rest of the paper, we shall use 
s(j) in the above sense.) 
(By (2.1) we mean Sgn(ol(x) - ,8(x)) = +l, -co < x < + co, in case 
n = 2 and Sgn(a(x) - /3(x)) = /-$I II>2 in case ?z = 3.) 
Then, ;f x,, , y,, are any two real numbers satisfving xzml < x0 < x1 where 
2,<l<k(-a~<x,,<+coincasen=2andx,,#x~incasen=3)and 
(310 - 4%))(Yll - Pc%)o)) G 0, th ere exist a pair of solutions zig(x), vO(x) on 
(-co, +co) satisfying (l.l), (1.2), and u,(x,) =y,, = v,,(xJ such that the 
following are true: 
(i) (x, us(x)) E IV, (x, v,(x)) E Wfor all x > x,; 
(ii) Sgn[zc,‘(x,) - vd(xs)] = (-l)lz+s(z-l) or zero 
(in case n = 2, s(Z - 1) = 0 and in case n = 3, s(Z - 1) = /:;I 2 $ 2); 
(iii) either uO(x) = a(x) or else u,,(x) # a(x) for any x # xj , 1 <cj < k 
and uI;l’~“(xi) # ,W)) (xj), 1 < j < k (the second part of (iii) in case n = 2 
means u,,(x) # a(x) for any x E R); 
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(iv) either z~a(x) = p(x) or else ziO(x) # /3(x) for a?zy E + xi , 1 < j < k 
ami 7$(jk)(xj) # fW))(xJ, 1 < j < k (the second part of (iv) in case Iz = 2 
meaas q,(x) + /l(x) for mzy x E R), where 
TV = ((x,3’): --03 <x < +a, cY(x) <y </3(x)> 
u ((N, y): -co < x < f co, B(x) < ?’ < cc(x)). 
(The proof given below is for the general case n > 3. For the special cases 
IZ = 2 and II = 3, some notational modification or interpretation is required 
in the general proof and we have avoided reference to these special cases in 
the proof since they can be treated by the same theory.) 
Proof. If ya - CL(X~) = 0 or ys - 8(x,,) = 0, there is nothing to prove. 
Suppose (ya - 01(xJ)(y,, - /3(x0)) < 0. Hypotheses (A,) and (Ba) together 
with the continuity of f imply that solutions of all m-point B?Ts exist and are 
unique, where 1 < m < ?z is arbitrary, by Theorem I, I.5 of [I]. For each 
j = 1, 2,..., let aj(x) be the solution of (1.1) satisfying (1.2), 2+(x,,) = y0 , and 
uj(xk + j) = 4x7; + j), and let Z-~(X) be the solution of (1.1) satisfying (1.2), 
z’~(x~) = Y,, , and uj(xlC + j) = /3(xk + j). Clearly, vj(x) < zj-i(x) < zlj.,xi(X) < 
ZL~(X) on (x8: , xk + j). This in turn implies, by the uniqueness of solutions 
of BVPs, that 
Now, an application of Taylor’s theorem shows that, for xi;-r < x < xk , 
Sgn[zdj(s) - vi(x)] = (-1)“‘“). 
Also, we claim that p(x) < z+(x) and uj(x) < CL(X) on (xIC , xk + j). For this, 
it will suffice to prove one inequality. The proof of the other will be similar. 
If we suppose p(x) = wj(x) f or some s E (xk , x,: + j), then /3(x) = ZJ~(X), 
which contradicts our assumption that /?(~a) f- nj(xO). On the other hand, 
if we suppose v~(x) < /3(x) on (sk , xk f j), then we must have, by the 
hypothesis that Sgn[ol(r) - /3(x)] = I for x > xrz , that 
Thus, 
wy~))(J117c) - ,(fyx,) ( 0. 
The first of these inequalities, together with uniqueness of solutions of 
K + 2-point BVPs, assures that for xk-r < x < xk Sgr@(x) - z$x)] = 
(-I)“(“). This together with the hypothesis Sgn[a(x) - p(x)] = (-1)1”“! on 
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(.z”~-~ , xii) implies that Sgn[ol(x) - v&x)] = (-l)A(k) on (xk:-r , xk). Similarly, 
we can show that 
Sgn[p(x) - vj(x)] = Sgn[a(x) - vi(x)] = (-1)“(;)+~~(7~-l)+“‘+AI”fl’ 
on (xj , xj+J and Sgn[&x) - z+(x)] = Sgn[ol(x) - z+(x)] = (-l)s(k) for 
x < x1 . This contradicts our assumption that yO - 01(x,,) and 3’s - ,8(x0) are 
of opposite signs. Thus, we have /3(x) < z+(x) < uj+r(x) < ZQ+~(X) < uj(x) < 
a(x) on (xk , x7( +j) and z+(x) < ~~+r(x) < uj+r(x) < z+(x) for x > xk + j. 
The above inequalities imply 
/!3(“(“))(Xn) < v,jyx,) < *y7c))(xk) < cP))(Xk). 
Now we claim that {(x, vj(x))* . x,, < x < xk +j> E W and {(x, z+(x)): 
x0 < x < xk + j> E W. We will prove only one of the above inclusions, the 
proof for the other being similar. For this, it will suffice to show that 
v+(x) - /3(x) and a(x) - vj(x) are of the same sign. We have for xii-r < s < xk 
Sgn[ol(x) - z+(x)] = (-l)A(k) = Sgn[f+(x) - zlj(x)] = Sgn[?+(x) - P(J)], 
and from this it follows that Sgn[oi(x) - vj(x)] = (-l)A(7“). Consequently, 
(- l)‘(‘) = Sgn[~(n(k-l))(xkc_,) - f~>ck-1))(x7c-1)] 
= sg+,$(“-l)) (.%&) - vpl))(“t&)] 
z Sgn[,Ogh(k-l))(xR-l)  /3(“(k-1))(X~-1)]. 
Hence, for x-? < x < xk-r , 
Sgn[ol(x) - uj(x)] = (- 1) itA ‘- 1)+A(7U = Sgn[u,(x) - vj(x)] 
= Sgn[vj(x) - p(x)]. 
Thus, Sgn[ol(x) - ran] = (- l)A(k-l)+A(k). Continuing this way, we can show 
that, for x0 < x < x1 , 
Sgn[ol(x) - uj(x)] = Sgn[uj(x) - zig] = Sgn[u,(x) - p(x)] = (- l)n+s(r-l), 
and, consequently, Sgn[ol(x) - aj(x)] = (-l)ia+s(z-l). Thus, {(x, aj(x)): 
x0 < x < x2 + j> C W and, similarly, {(x, vj(x)): x0 < s < xg +j} C W 
for allj > 1. 
Therefore, the sequences {z~(x)>j+=ml and @j(x))TE~ are uniformly bounded 
on [x0 , xk]. Further, 
Sgn[z+‘(x,) - uj’+r(xO)] = Sgn[u,‘(x& - vj’(xO)] 
= Sgn[U;+I(xo) - v;(x&] = Sgn[zlj(x) - u,(x)] 
= (-l)n+slZ-1) 
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on (x,, , a& for all j > 1. Now, we claim that the sequences (u~(x)>~‘I! and 
(r~~(x)>T=; are also uniformly bounded on [x1 , x,,]. We will only show that 
{z+(xj)j+=ml is uniformly bounded on [x1 , s , x ] since the proof for (z.>(xj>T=; is
similar. Nova for xlWI < x < x,, , we have 
Sgn[u,(x) - z+(x)] = (- 1) Sgn[u,‘(x,) - 21j’(xOj] 
= (-1) Sgn[z+‘(xs) - aj’(xO)] = (-l)n+s(7--lt+1. 
Also, from one of the previous arguments, 
Sgn[ol(x) - z+(x)] = (-l),z+s(r-l) for x&-l < x < xg . 
Hence, Sgn[ol(,w) - z+(x)] = Sgn[z+(x) - z+(x)] = (-l!n+s(6-1) on (xIPl , x0>. 
Consequently, for xl-s < x < xL--l , 
Sgn[a(x) - u&j] = Sgn[u,(x) - 2&-j] = (-l~+s(z-a) 
and so on. Finally, for x < x1 , we must have 
Thus, 
Sgn[ol(x) - z+(x)] = Sgn[zl,(s) - Us] = (-1)“. 
Therefore {zcj(x))j+,al is uniformly bounded for x1 < x < x0 . Now, since the 
sequences (u&)>j’=“l and (z~(x)~,~Z are uniformly bounded on [x1 , x,], ZA:~“‘(X) = 
f’(r, ui(x)) and rare = f(x, all), h t ere must exist a constant XI > 0 such 
that j u\“‘(x>\ < M and j ZIP)] < M for allj and x1 < x ;<, xk . Hence, by 
Corollary 2.2, there exist subsequences, called again {z+(x)>~=~ and {r+(x),~=~ 
such that {u~‘)(x)},‘=“~ and (zI~)(x)}~!?~ converge uniformly on [x1 , NJ for 
1 < Y < n - 1. Suppose lim,,+,, us’) = uOr and lim++, ei”)(.v,,) = ZI,,~ 
for f < I < 72 - 1, where ~a,, = wuoO = y,, . Then by Theorem 3.2 [Z, p. 14]$ 
there exist solutions U,,(X), o,,(x) of (1.1) satisfying ug)(x,,) = z+ , v~‘(r,) = 
ru’sI. , and subsequences, denoted again by {Z+(X),;=; , {z~,(x)>~=I , such that 
uniformly on compact subsets of (-a, +a). Now u,,(xj, z),,(x) satisfy 
boundary conditions (1.2) together with z&Y~) = yO = z~~(.z~)~ Further, since 
(x, z+(x)) E W for all x > x,, , z+,(x) = limj++a zcj(x), and W is cIosed, it 
follows that (x, us(x)) E 15’ for all x > x0 . Similarly, (x, +,(x)) E W for all 
x 3 x* . 
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(ii) Moreover, taking the limit asj --f + co in the equation 
Sgn(z+‘(x,) - zig’) = (- l)ll+s(z-l), 
we obtain 
Sgn(u,‘(x,) - TJ;(qJ) = (- l)n+s(l-i) 
or zero. 
(iii) We will show that, if U,,(X) f a(x), then Us f a(~) for any x # xj , 
j = l,..., iz and z@~)~(x~) f c@)~(x~) for 1 <j < k. Suppose u,(f) = al(f) 
for some %, R # Xj , j = l,..., k. Then, clearly, zcg’(%) + CL(%) for z+,‘(T) = 
a’(%) implies that uO(x) = CL(X), w ic is a contradiction. So, let us suppose h’ h 
uO’(ji;) > a’(~). Then there exists an open interval (c, d) containing x and not 
containing any sj ,j = l,..., K such that Z+,(X) < CL(X) on [c, 5) and ZQ(X) > a(~) 
on (T, d]. In particular, U,,(C) < a(c) and z+,(d) > LX(~). Since U&X) is the 
uniform limit of U,(X) as j + + co, there exists an integer J sufficiently large, 
such that uJ(c) < a(c) and zc,(d) > a(d). Hence, 2cJ(x’) = ol(x’) for some 
x’ E (c, d) and X’ f: xj, 1 < j < K. This implies ZC~(X) = a(~) and, in 
particular, uJ(xO) = ol(x,), which is a contradiction to our assumption. 
Similarly, we can show that we arrive at a contradiction if we assume 
Z+,‘(Z) < a’(“~). This proves U,,(X) f a(x) for any x # xj , 1 <‘j < K. Next, 
we will show that ZL~‘(~))(X~) # cW))(X~), 1 < j < k. Since we have 
u~$))(xJ < u~%‘)~(xJ < Jh(k))(aQ {zA~~‘“~~(x~)}~~~ is strictly monotonic 
decreasing and hence ua(‘))(x.‘J = limj,,, Use) < o~(~(~))(x~). In general, 
for I < Q < K, we will have 
(-1)“-“‘4’ *$@yx*) < (-y(Q) ujA(dyx*) < (-l)“-“(Q) $(Qyxg) 
and hence (- l)n-s(%@q)l (x,) < (- l)CS’Q),‘A’d) (x~). Further, for ~1~~~ < 
x < X~ , we know from a previous argument that Sgn[ol(x) - Z+(X)] = 
(-l)n+~(~-l). Consequently, taking the limit as j--f +co, we obtain for 
xzel < x < xz Sgn[a(x) - uo(x)] = (-l)n+s(z-l), since a(X) # us(*) for any 
x f X, . Suppose, if possible, LX(~‘~-~))(X~-~) = u~~(‘-~))(x~-~). Then, 
SfFII~ (ncz-l)+l)(~z_l) - @(z-l)+l)(xz-l)] E S&a(x) - uo(x)] = (- I)n+s(z-l) 
on (xzPl , x1). Therefore, for xl--?; < x < x1-1 , 
&p[a(.y) - ?A&)] = (- lyl)+l Sgn[rx(A(z-‘)fl)(xz~l) - U~(z-l)+lyXz~l)] 
= (-qfitd-2) + 1. 
But, we also have, for xi-a < x < xy-i , Sgn[m(x) - Z+(X)] = (-l)n+s(l--8). 
Consequently, in the limit, we have Sgn[a(x) - U,,(X)] = (-l)n+s(z--2), since 
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cc(X) f 2$)(X) for any .h’ # Xj . This is a contradiction to the preceding 
assertion. Similarly, it can be shown that z@~))(x,) + &(Q))(x~) for 1 < q < 
I - 1. This completes the proof of conclusion (iii) of the theorem, and the 
proof for (iv) is analogous and hence is omitted. 
THEOREM 2.4. Consider the BVP (1.1) and (1.2) with n 3 2 andfcontinuous 
on R x R. Assume the hypotheses (A,), (B,) as in Theorem 2.3. Also, let a(x), 
P(N), x,, , y. , W be as in Theorem 2.3. 
Then there exist apair of sobktions q,(x), q,(x) on (-co, +CG) satisfiiq (1.1) 
(1.2), and y(xO) = yO such that 
(i) (x, q,(x)) E JV, (x, .2,,(x)) E Wfor all x < xg , 
(ii) Sgn[zu,‘(x,) - zO’(xO)] = (- l)n+s(2-1)+1 or zero, 
(iii) either wO(x) = a(x) or else wO(x) f IX(~) fw any x + xi , 1 < j < k 
andw$(j)‘(xi) f &(j))(xj), 1 < j < K. 
(iv) either n,(x) E p(x) or else, X,,(X) f /3(x) for any x f xi , 1 .< j < k 
and xk’(j))(xj) -f ,Vj))(xj), 1 < j < k. 
(If n = 2 or 3, the notations are to be interpreted in the same way as in 
Theorem 2.3.) 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.3 and hence is omitted. 
THEOREM 2.5. Consider the BVP (1.1) and (1.2) with z > 2 and f con- 
tinuous on R x R. Assume 01(x), /3(x), x0, 3O 1 are as in Theorem 2.3. Then there 
exists a solution y(x) of (1 .I) on (-CO, + CO) satisfying (1.2) a?ld y(xO) = y0 
such that (x, y(x) E Wf or all x E R, where W is the same as in Theorem 2.3. 
(The remark at the end of the statement of Theorem 2.3, concerning the 
special cases n = 2 and n = 3, applies here also.) 
Proof. If Sgn(y, - oi(xa)) = 0 or Sgn(y, - /3(x0)) = 0, there is nothing 
to prove. Suppose neither Sgn(y, - ol(xs)) nor Sgn&, - /3(x0)) is zero. Let 
q,(x), Q(X), w*(x), q,(x) be th e solutions obtained in the proofs of Theorems 
2.3 and 2.4. Then all these solutions satisfy conditions (1.2) and y(x,,) = 2~~ . 
Presently, we will show that one of these solutions has its trajectory completely 
lying in the region W, thus proving the theorem. For this, we consider two 
distinct cases. 
Case I. Suppose one of Sgn[us’(xa) - zlO’(xu)] or Sgn[w,l(xa) - z~(xO)] 
is zero. Let us assume for definiteness that Sgn[z+,‘(xa) - q,‘(xO)] = 0, the 
proof otherwise being similar. We have by Theorem 2.3 (x, u,,(x)) E J?f for all 
x > x0 . We will show in this case that (x, q,(x)) E W for all x < x,, . Now 
210’(x0) = a,‘(x*) implies uO(x) = wO(x) for all x, - co < x < + co. Suppose 
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(x, U,,(X)) $ TV for some a+ < x0. Then, by conclusion (iv) of Theorem 2.3, 
either there must exist an X’ < x,, , x’ f xj , 1 < j ,( 1 - 1, such that 
u,,(x’) = /3(x’) or there must exist an integer 4, 1 < 4 < I - 1, such that 
z~f’~“(3cp) = /WQ”(xn). Ag ain, by conclusion (iii) of Theorem 2.3, this is 
impossible, since Z+,(X) = V,,(X). H ence, (x, EL&X) 5 Wfor all X, -co < Iv < + co, 
and U,,(X) is the required solution. 
Case 17. Suppose neither Sgn[u,‘(x,) - v~‘(N,,)] nor Sgn[w,‘(x,) - ,Q’(x,,)] 
is zero. Again, by Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we have 
t-11 n+s(z-l)fJo'(Xo) < (-l)n+scl-l,,o'(,o) 
and 
C-1) n+s(z-l)eUo'(N.) ( (-l)n+S'z-l';r,'(~o)~ 
Now at least one of the following five statements must hold. 
(i) (-l)n+s(z-l)z.gl(~~O) < (- l)n+s(z-l)~O’(“lCg), 
(ii) (- l)n+s(l-l)Wgl(xo) = (- l)n+s(z-l)~O’(qJ, 
(iii) (-1) n+s(~-%o’(Xo) < (- l)“+s’r-%,‘(XJ < (- l)n*s(z--1)Us’(XJ, 
(iv) (- l)n+s(z-l)rO<(~O) = (- l)n+s(z-l)UO’(XO), 
(v) (-l)n+s(z-l~*o'(Xo) < (-l)n+sGl)~Ugl(Xo). 
If (ii) holds, W&X) = V,,(X). Further, (x, Z+,(X)) E Wfor all x’ > x0 by Theorem 
2.3 and (x, W&X)) E W for all x < x,, by Theorem 2.4. Hence, (x, W,,(X)) E W’ 
for all X, --co < x < +a, and ws(r) is the required solution. If (iv) holds, 
the proof is similar and W,,(X) is the required solution. If (iii) holds, U,,(X) -W,(X) 
and W,,(X) - V,,(X) are of the same sign in each of the intervals (x0, x,), 
(X I , x~+~) ,..., (xkel , x,), (xk , +oo). Hence (x, m,,(x)) E W for all X, -co < 
x < fvj. If(i) holds, then we have 
C-1) n+s(z-l)~o’(3CO) < (- l)n+s(z-l’~o’(~o) < (- l)n+s(z-l’*o’(Xo)* 
Then, without loss of generality, we can assume that ZQ,‘(+,) # zi,,‘(x,,) or 
u,‘(x,) for, if otherwise, the situation will be similar to case (ii) or (iv) and 
Z,,(X) will be the required solution. Therefore, let us suppose 
(- l)n+SlZ-I) zLlo’(xo) < (- ly+s(~--1)q)‘(x(J 
< (-1y+stz-1) uo’(xo) < (- l)n+s(z-lkO’(XO). 
Now, the situation is similar to (iii) and the required solution is ziO(x). On the 
other hand, suppose 
(-l)n+s(z-l)WO'(XO) ( (-~)n+s(z-l)Xo'(Xo) 
( (-l)?zfS(Z-1) ‘uo’(xo) < (- l)n+s(~--l)UO’(XO). 
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Then, we will show zO(x) is the required solution. We have, by Theorem 2.4, 
(f, zo(x)) E W for all x < x0 . So, it remains to be shown that (s, x0(x)) E IV 
for all x > x0 . Since (x0 , x,,(xJ) E (interior of IV), it suffices for us to show 
that a(x) - z,,(x) and a(x) - p(x) are of the same sign on each of the intervals 
( x,, , L-Q), (;e, ;$ ,..., (xk-r , x8::) and (xk , +a). Since (x, Z+,(N)) E W for all 
x > .-co ) ’ 
XTg < x < Xl 
Sgn[iu(x) - uO(x)] = Sgn[a(x) - /3(x)] = 
xj < 5 < ‘I& , 
j = I,..., k - 1 
Also. we know for x0 < x < xz 
Sgn[u,(s) - za(x)] = Sgn[u,‘(x,) - xO’(xO)] = (-l)n+s(r-l). 
Since U,,(X) - X,,(N) has zeros of order h(E),..., h(K) at x1 ,..., xp and cannot 
have an additional zero for x > x0 , we must have 
Sgn[fl,(x) - z,(x)] = i 
C-1) > n+d-1) so < ?r* < a!1 , 
t 
(- l)n+s(j), xj < x < Ij+1 , j = I,..., k - 1 
+I, XL < s. 
Since CL(X) - x0(x) = a!(x) - us(x) + zlO(x) - z,,(x), it follows that 
SgnE~(x) _ . ( ), = 1 ;~;jn+s(;-l)l x0 < .t < I\^: 
x0 x 
t 
n+s(j), xj < x < xi+1 ) j = l,..., k - 1, 
+1, x,< < x. 
As a consequence U(X) - .zo(x) and a(x) - /3(x) are of the same sign on each 
of the intervals (x0, x6),..., (x~-~ , x~) and (x~ , +a). This completes the 
proof of this case. If(v) holds, then 
(- l)n+s(l-1),L’;(3Cg) < (- l)n+s(z-l)q)yL~o) 
( (-l)n+s(z-l1 wo'(xo) < (- l)n+s(~-%O'(xo). 
This situation is similar to the last possibility with (i) holding and hence its 
proof is omitted. Now the proof of Theorem 2.5 is complete. 
THEOREM 2.6. Asswne fin Eq. (1.1) is continuous on R x R, together with 
the hypotheses (A,) and (B,) of Theorem 2.3. Let CL(X), p(x), and W be as i~z. 
Theorem 2.3 and x0, yO be any two real numbers such that x0 < x1 aftd 
(-1)“&0) < Yo , < (-1)%.(x,). Theu there exists a solution y(x) of (1.1) and 
(1.2) satisfyiug y(xo) = y. such that (x, y(x)) E Wfoor all X, - 00 < x < + OZ. 
(If n = 2 or 3, this theorem is contained in Theorem 2.3.) 
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Proof. If y,, = (- 1)‘“/3(xJ or yO = (-1)%(x,,), we are done. Suppose 
(-1>“/3(xs) < yO < (-1)%(x0). Let z+(x) and r+(x) be as defined in the proof 
of Theorem 2.3. Then, from the proof of Theorem 2.3, it follows that 
and 
{(X, Uj(X)): Xfl < X < X& + j] c W 
((x, z+(x)): x0 < x < Xk +j> c w. 
Further, for x,, < x < xi, we must have Sgn[cx(x) - z+(x)] = Sgn[z+(x) -vi(x)] = 
Sgn[vj(x) - /3(x)] = (-I)” and Sgn[z+‘(xs) - am’] = (-1)“. Assuming 
z+,(x) and Z+,(E) defined as in Theorem 2.3, we have 
and 
{(x, u&c)): x, < x < +cQ} c w 
{(x, z+(x)): x, < x < Cco} c w. 
Also, from the proof of Theorem 2.3, we know a(x) - U,,(X) and V,,(X) - /3(x) 
cannot have any additional zeros besides those at xj , j = I,..., K, counting 
multiplicities, and Sgn[zl,,‘(xa) - z+,‘(x,Jj = (-l>” or zero. In case u,,‘(xs) = 
v~‘(x~), U,,(X) = w,,(x) and {(x, uO(x)): -CO < x < +CO} C W and the 
theorem is true. Suppose Sgn[u,‘(x,,) - v,,‘(x~)] = (--I)“. Now, for each 
j = 1, 2,..., let z+(x) be the solution of (l.l), (1.2), wj(x,,) = ye , and 
wi(xo - j) = a(~,, - j) and let z+(x) be the solution of (1. l), (1.2), zj(xO) = yO , 
and zj(xO - j) = /3(x,, - j). Then, z+(x) and aj(x) must satisfy the inequalities 
that,forx,--j<x<3CO,(-l~~(X)<(-lI)1’Zj(X)<(--I)1ZWj(X)<(-1)”01(X) 
and, for -CO < x < x,, -j, (-l)%+(x) < (-~)“.z~+~(x) < (-l)“z~~+i(x) < 
(-l)“wj(x). Further, we can obtain solutions w,,(x), x&x) of (1.1), (1.2), and 
zu,(x,) = y. = x0(x0), satisfying 
((x, we(x)): --a < x < x0} c w, 
((x, q)(x)): -cc < x < x0> c w, 
and Sgn[w,(x) - z,,(x)] = (-I)” for x < x,, . As a consequence, wo’(xO) and 
~,,‘(s,J satisfy the inequality Sgn[zu,‘(x,,) - zO’(.xO)] = (-l)“+i or zero. 
Moreover, as in Theorem 2.4, it can be shown that euO(x) - a(x) and 
z,,(x) - /3(x) cannot have any additional zeros besides those at x1 ,..., xk , 
taking multiplicities into account. In case w,,‘(x,,) = z,,‘(xO), W,,(X) = x,,(x), 
----co < x < +CO, and{(n, z+,(x)): --co < x < +w} C Wand the theorem 
is true. Suppose Sgn[w,‘(x,) - x,,‘(xO)] = (-l)n+l. From now on, the proof 
is similar to that of Theorem 2.5 and hence is omitted. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let f in Eq. (1 .l) be continuous on R x R and the hypotheses 
(AJ, (B,,), or(x), p(x), and W be as in Theorem 2.3 and x0 , yO be any two real 
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numbers such that x0 > xlc and P(x,,) < y,, < a(~~). Then thee exists a solution 
Y(X) of (f.11, (14, and y(xo) = yO satisfJ&rg (x, y(xj) E W for all x, - cr, < 
x<+co. 
(If n = 2 or 3, this theorem is contained in Theorem 2.3.) 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.6 and hence is 
omitted. 
THEOREM 2.8. Consider the BVP (1.1) and (1.2) with 1z > 2 and 1 < k < 
n - 1. Assumef is continuous on R x R and let the hypotheses (A,), (B,), 01(x), 
/3(s), and W be as in Theorem 2.3. Let 1 be any one of the integers 1, 2,..., k aud 
y be any real number satisf>Gzg 
Then there exists a solution y(x) of (1.1) and (1.2) satisfring ~(“Q)J(x~) = yt 
where (x, y(x)) E Wfor all X, --CO < N < +CO. 
(The proof given below is for the general case n > 3 with 1 < I < k. In the 
special cases fz = 3 and 1 = 1 or k with n > 3, some notational modification 
or interpretation is required in the general proof. We have omitted any 
reference to these special cases in the proof, since they involve no now ideas.) 
Proof. If y = /V))(xJ or c+))(x~), we are done. Suppose it is not the 
case. For each j = 1, 2 ,..., let z+(x) be the solution of the BVP (l.l), (1.2), 
satisfying uj(xk + j) = a(xk + j) and use) = y, and let zi(x) be the 
solution of BVP (l.l), (1.2), satisfying z+(xh: +j) = /3(xk +jj and ZJ$~~‘))(,X~) = y* 
Clearly, zIj(x) < ~~+r(x) < u~+~(.z) < u~(x> on (+ , +a). This implies 
T$(~))(x’~) < z@$))(xp) < ZL$~))(X~) < Us. We will show p(x) < z~~(x> 
and uj(x) < 01(x) on (zck , xt +j). If /3(x) = V?(x) for some x f5 (xL , xk + jj, 
then ,8(x) = 7,$x) and, in particular, /3(A(z))(xL) = Ok’) = y, which is a 
contradiction to our assumption. Suppose, on the other hand, uj(x) < p(x) 
on (xk , xk + i). Then v(“(“)) 
@-c). Hence, Sgn[uF”-G) 
(~3 < p(A(k))(x,), for equality implies Vj(xj = 
(xkel) - JQ(h(7~-1))(xp-1j] = Sgn[z+(x) - P(x)] for 
xkpl < .5 < sp = (--1)X(“) Sgn[v\A(k)t(~7c) - P(d(H))(.vkj] = (-l)A(ft)+l. 
Continuing this process, we will obtain that 
sgn[a!A("))(x,) _ pcA'zyxz)] = (_l)h(n-:+n(r~-l)+...f~(z+l)ll 
I 
Therefore, (- l)n+s(z)~$A(z))(~J < (- 1 jn+3(z)/9(~(z))(~~z), which is a contradiction 
to our assumption. Hence, ,8(x) < V?(X) on (xJz, xk +j). By a similar argu- 
ment, it follows z+(x) < N(X) on (xk , xb + j). Consequently, 
ph(m(x,) < vyyxk) ( &yx,) < cP))(Xk). 
Now, we will show that 
and 
{(x, z+(x)): Xl < x < Xk +j> c w 
{(x, z$(x)): xz < x < x, +j> c IV. 
It will suffice to prove the first inclusion, since the proof of the other is 
similar. Again, it suffices to show that LX(~) - z+(x) and zcj(x) - /3(x) are of 
the same sign on each of the intervals (x z 9 XZfl)Y> @k-l 7 %)t (xc 9 Xk t-j). 
For xR < x < x~+~ , we already have p(x) < z~(x) < a(x). For xk-r < x < xk , 
it follows that Sgn[ol(x) - z~(x)] = (-1)“‘“) = Sgn[uj(x) - vj(x)] = 
Sgn[zy?(x) - ,6(x)] and, consequently, Sgn[z+(x) - p(x)] = (- l)“ck). Repeating 
this argument for the intervals (xk-a , xk-r),..., (xL , xz+r), we obtain 
Sgn[ol(x) - z+(x)] = Sgn[z+(x) - /3(x)] = (-l)n+a(j), xj < x < x~+~ , 
I < j < 12 - 1. Hence, we have {(x, z+(x)): xz < x < xk + j} C W. Now, 
by a reasoning similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we can obtain 
two solutions u,,(x), z~&x) of (1.1) and (1.2) with z@“))(xz) = y = z~~‘(~))(xJ, 
satisfying {(x, zca(x)): xz < x < +co> C JY, ((x, v&x)): xl < x < +a) C W. 
Further, LX(~) - z+,(x) and Q(T) - /3(. ) 1~ cannot have any additional zeros 
besides those of the given order at xi , xa ,..., xk . Similarly, we can obtain a 
pair of solutions w,,(x) and so(x) of (1.1) and (1.2) with z@~))(~J = 
zI;\(~))(x~) = y, satisfying {(x, ,r.u&x)): --co < x < xz> C W and ((x, so(x)): 
-cc < x < x1} C TK Moreover, w,,(x) and x0(x) are such that a(x) - ma(x) 
and xc,(x) - /3(x) d o not have any additional zeros, besides those of the existing 
order at x1 ,..., xk . Further, without any loss of generality, we can assume that 
z~l;‘(~)+r)(x~), l~‘(~)+r)(x~), $,‘(~)+~)(x~), $,‘(~+~))(x~) are all distinct from one 
another, for if otherwise the conclusion of the theorem is immediate. 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.5 and hence is omitted. 
It can be shown that theorems 2.3-2.8 will be true for the BVP 
y(n) = f(X, y, y’,..., y’n-1’) (2.2) 
and (1.2), if we assume f is continuous on RFZ+r, solutions of IVPs are unique 
and extend to R, solutions of n-point BVPs are unique, and the additional 
hypothesis of compactness of solutions: that is, 
(E) if {ya(x)}~~r is a sequence of solutions of (2.2) which is uniformly 
bounded on the interval [a, b], then there is a subsequence {ykcj,(x)} such 
that {y$,(x)> converges uniformly on [a, b] for each Y, 0 < Y < n - 1. 
Under the additional hypothesis (E), all k-point BVPs of (2.2) have unique 
solutions, where 1 < k < n is arbitrary, by Theorem I, 1.5 of [l], and hence 
the validity of the above-mentioned theorems can be ascertained. Also, it 
is known that the hypotheses (A,,) and (B,) imply (E) for (2.2), in the cases 
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n = 2 and n = 3, by Theorem 2 and the following remark on p. 140 of [3] 
and by Theorem 1 of [4]. Therefore, if we label Theorems 2.3-2.8 stated with 
the additional hypothesis (E) for the BVP (2.2) and (1.2) as 2.3 E, etc., then 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of [6] will be the same as Theorems 2.5 E with n = 2 
and 2.8 E with rz = 3. 
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